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Series 1: Correspondence and Subject Files, 1957-1996
Consists of Peter Braunfeld’s professional correspondence, awards, conference materials and talks, UIUC
Department of Mathematics Math Tattler newsletters, committee reports, and children’s books written by Belgian
mathematician Frédérique Papy-Lenger, arranged alphabetically by title.

Box 1

1. Addition, subtraction, and division logical background notes, undated
2. Administrative (National Science Foundation assignment agreement), 1992-1994
3. Correspondence, 1957-1958
4. Correspondence, 1959-1960
5. Correspondence, 1961
6. Correspondence, 1962
7. Correspondence, 1963
8. Correspondence, 1964
9. Correspondence, January-May 1965
10. Correspondence, June 1965-July 1967
11. Correspondence, September 1967-November 1968
12. Correspondence, 1969-1970
13. Correspondence, January 1971-June 1972
14. Correspondence, July 1972-May 1973
15. Correspondence, June 1973-June 1974
16. Correspondence, July 1974-March 1975
17. Correspondence, 1976-1977
18. Correspondence, January-June 1984
19. Correspondence, August 1984-July 1985
20. Correspondence, August 1985-April 1986
21. Correspondence, 1987
22. Correspondence, 1990-July 1991
23. Correspondence, August-December 1991
24. Correspondence, 1993
25. Director of Math and Computer Education Proposal Appointment letter, 1988
26. “Elementary School Teachers Learn Computer Instruction Techniques” article on Braunfeld, undated
27. Excellence in Extramural Teaching Award, 1992
28. Frédérique Papy-Lenger “81 Roses” and “Dancing Friends” math books, 1974
29. Frédérique Papy-Lenger “Don’t Be Unhappy” and “the Happy Puppet” math books, 1974
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30. Frédérique Papy-Lenger “Hidden Treasure” and “I am Not my Name” math books, 1974
31. Frédérique Papy-Lenger “Little Donkey” and “Little Dreamer” math books, 1974
32. Frédérique Papy-Lenger “Living Lines” and “Magic Box” math books, 1974
33. Frédérique Papy-Lenger “New playground” and “One out of Seven” math books, 1974

Box 2

1. Math Tattler (UIUC Department of Math newsletters), 1985-1989
5. Gold Form, 1990-1991
10. Math Tattler (UIUC Department of Mathematics newsletters), 1985-1989
11. National Council of Teachers of Mathletics Central Regional Conference talk, 1996
12. Panels, spring 1993
15. Second CSMP International conference on the Teaching of Mathematics at the Pre-college Level, 1970
16. University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, 1972
17. Urbana Schools 10th Annual Midwinter Conference talk, 1987

Series 2: Courses, 1957-1991

Consists of courses, summer programs, and workshops taught by Peter Braunfeld including courses on calculus, algebra, linear transformations and matrices, the Calculus for Teachers Summer Institute, and the Rockford Calculus for Teachers Project, arranged alphabetically by title.

Box 2

22. Computers for Elementary Teachers workshop, spring 1990
24. Math120 Calculus exams, Fall 1986-Spring 1988 (1 of 2)
25. Math210 Calculus exams, Fall 1988-Spring 1989 (2 of 2)
26. Math305, spring 1991
27. Math313 Final Exam, fall 1991
29. Math315: Linear Transformations and Matrices videotape courses ca. 1995
30. Math315 Rockford Calculus for Teachers Project, spring 1991 (1 of 2)
31. Math315 Rockford Calculus for Teachers Project, spring 1991 (1 of 2)
33. Photographs – AYI and summer institute, 1957-1972
34. Student final projects (5 ¼ inch floppy disks), 1988-1990
35. Summer program budgets and executive committee, 1990-1991
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36. Summer program, 1991

Series 3: Publications, 1956-2004
Consists of books, journal articles, reports, conference proceedings, and textbooks authored and co-authored by Peter G. Braunfeld, arranged chronologically.

Box 3
2. “A “Natural” Definition of Addition for the Whole Numbers,” ca. 1960s
17. “Mathematical Basis for Stretchers and Shrinkers,” ca. 1968
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Box 4
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23. “Calculus for High School Teachers: Content, History, Pedagogy.” University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1992
24. “A Note to the Editor.” School Science and Mathematics (School Science and Mathletics Association) 93, 5: 233, May/June 1993
Processing Notes:
The following materials were weeded from the Braunfeld’s papers: duplicates, student grade books and materials, financial records, and travel expenses with social security information; duplicate publication materials were returned to the family. Loose materials, materials in hanging folders or binders were re-folded and labeled; [] indicate added titles. All other titles are original titles.